THE WORD ON THE STREET

ACROSS
1. Checked out, as a joint
6. Island where Aloha Beer is brewed
10. With 28-Down, it can check for COVID
14. Bullies dish it out
15. Hair transplant piece
16. Verse foot
17. Brewer of Old Style beer
18. Sign that your baby is growing up fast?
20. General who lent his name to some chicken
21. Band that's big in Japan
23. Miracle on Ice team
24. Long-lasting tang?
29. With 52-Across, genre of music that uses the slang in the theme answers
31. Temporary tattoo inks
32. Dir. in geocaching
33. "___ a feature, not a bug!"
34. Item of value
35. "Get on your feet"
37. Mutter paneer sphere
38. Skirmish between two boxers?
41. League that played their 2020 games in the Disney Bubble
44. Kunta Kinte’s novel
45. Viking stories
49. Collagiist Jean
50. The night before
51. 2015 Masters winner Jordan
52. See 29-Across
53. Just unpeeled Edam?
55. Monorail vehicle
57. Word said when the penny drops
58. Former TV ministry
59. Put a steak on ice?
62. Like some voices
63. Party suffix
64. Message from a Galaxy far, far away
65. Balance bike alternative
66. Treat that some dunk
67. Instruments with G-C-E-A tunings
70. Class about crabs

DOWN
1. Typing test?
2. Makes ashamed
3. Persuades to commit perjury
4. "Friends” finale?
5. Bomb part
6. Relating to the eye
7. Stand-up comic Macofsky
8. Friendly squeeze
9. "WHY WHY WHY?!", gruntwise
10. Unleashes the hounds
11. Aircraft carrier, e.g.
12. "Eh? Eh?"
14. Day of the wk. you supposedly eat tacos
22. They go both ways
25. Linear, briefly
26. Reads someone the riot act
27. Some E.B. White characters, for short
28. See 10-Across
30. Free commercial, in short
35. "As ____, so below"
36. Hannibal’s transports
39. Attendee
40. LGBT rights activist Windsor
41. "I'll pass"
42. Fraternity member
43. Give notice to
46. Sink
47. Gambled
48. Like peanuts and crabs
51. Sr. or soph's spot
53. "We've reached peak 2020 and everything sucks," in three letters
54. Handles, as on épées
56. Voice higher than tenor
59. Corp.'s money man
60. A/C measurement
61. Melodramatic cry after seeing a pest
62. PC extension for some apps
64. "There ____ known knowns"